AROUND THE TOWN SCAVENGER HUNT
WHAT IT IS:
Grab your family or friends for a scavenger hunt to help celebrate Gibbsboro’s 300th Anniversary! There are
three (3) categories: THINGS, PHOTOS, AND MISCELLANEOUS:
Things are items you must find and physically turn in to the Borough
Photos can be either actual pictures or a CD sent to Borough Clerk
Miscellaneous items are questions that you need to find the answers to and submit.
RULES:
Participants can be individuals or teams but many items require more than one person.
There is no prize for being first so take your time.
By making a submission you and your team agree to permit the reproduction and use of any image
submitted. The images will form a record of our 300th year!
The Around the Town Scavenger Hunt starts Saturday, November 1 and concludes at the close of
business at Borough Hall on Tuesday, November 17. Submissions are due by the close.
SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS:
Submit your checklist along with all pictures (physical or CD), items, and answers to the Office of the Borough
Clerk along with:
Team Name:
Team Members:

Point of Contact:

Phone Number:

Address:

THINGS
____ Something stamped with a date from the Gibbsboro Library
____An autograph of someone who has lived in Gibbsboro over 50 years
____3 things you collect from one of the bike paths that do not belong (think discarded items)
____A copy of a program from a Gibbsboro activity or event that is more than 5 years old
____Post mark from the Gibbsboro Post Office
____A colored ribbon that is tied on the bench in front of the senior center at Pole Hill Park

PHOTOS (including you or your team)
____At least 3 people together at the Gibbsboro School or Lauer Playground
____2 people jumping in the air in front of the smoke stacks at the lake
____With the anchor or gun in front of the American Legion
____With the statues at the cricket field
____With the clock at Lucas Park
____With the memorial to Harriet Lucas (look in the cemetery)
____With the memorial to Albert Lucas (look in the Triangle)
____On the front steps of the Lucas House
____On top of Blueberry Hill with Philadelphia in the background
____At the memorial to Bill and Edna Haines (hint: along the bikeway)
____In front of the Borough Hall
____In front of any sand blasted sign in Gibbsboro (business or public)

MISCELLANEOUS TRIVIA
____Who was the first female Mayor of Gibbsboro? _________________________
____What former Gibbsboro resident won a Pulitzer Prize? _________________________
____In 1900 St. John-in-the Wilderness was located at what intersection? _________________________
____In what year was the Borough Hall dedicated as a Voorhees Township school? _______________
____When was Gibbsboro part of Voorhees Township? First Year: __________ Last Year: _____________
____Count the number of steps to get to the top of Blueberry Hill? _________
____At the base of Blueberry Hill what other trail sign is visible? ___________
____What color is the small flowers found around the bicycle path?

_____________

____As the Old Egg Harbor Road bikeway, the blue trail, nears the end of Eastwick Drive there are three (3)
different color road signs visible. Name the three colors:
________________

___________________

_____________________

____As the bikeway enters Pole Hill Park, what are indicators that there used to be housing there?
____________________________________________________________
____ What is the distance to center field on the large baseball field at the Cricket Field? ____________

PRIZES WILL BE AWARDED FOR THE MOST COMPLETED ENTRY(IES)

